
The Difference is in the Details

Engraving Quality

We carefully etch the pendant into metal which allows for a highly 
detailed and sharp image.

Pictures are engraved with a light background.  This allows the 
ability to really showcase the subject and make the subject the 
‘star’ of the pendant.

We don’t charge to merge multiple images onto one pendant.

We o�er a proof before engraving if the customer requests and 
can send the proof on the same day.

We engrave the entire surface of the pendant so that you are 
getting the maximum e�ect of your beautiful photo.

The quality of the pendant is superior.  Our master engravers 
meticulously enhance every photo to give the sharpest image. 

Engraving Quality

Use a dot by dot engraving method which gives the picture a 
grainy quality.

Pictures are engraved on a dark background which doesn’t allow 
for the picture to stand out.

May charge up to $10 per photo or face for merging multiple 
photos onto one pendant.

Can charge up to $14.95 to email a proof plus there may be a 
one day delay for the proof.

The image is condensed into a smaller area - leaving the rest of 
the pendant blank.

The engraved image is much lower quality.

Selection and Options

Several di�erent modern and unique styles to choose from.  There 
are hearts, rounds, dog tag styles and more!

Stunning gold and silver �nishes are available for each of our photo 
engraved pendant which allows the customer to choose what works 
best for their sense of style.

Pictures come in di�erent formats and we can accept jpg, png, doc 
images.

We show exactly how many lines of text can be engraved and give 
font examples, allowing for ultimate personalization of your 
pendant.
           
Add one line or add four - the price doesn’t change.  Multiple lines 
of engraved text can be added for a �at fee.

We give an accurate and complete description of the pendant, what 
is included with your pendant, instructions to upload and the 
engraving process on each product page.  We want you to know 
exactly what you are getting.

Selection and Options

Limited styles available.

Typically silver �nishes only.

Accepts only jpeg images

Many competitors do not show or o�er additional text 
personalization.

$5 per line of text after 2 lines of text

Limited information and multiple steps to take to personalize pendant.

Shipping

Place your before 12 noon MST and we ship our photo engraved 
pendants the SAME DAY.

Our �at rate shipping is $7.99 regardless of how many keepsakes 
you order.  Delivery is 5-7 business days and often times sooner.

We o�er both overnight and two day shipping.  Additionally, we 
ship worldwide!

Shipping

Engraving can take up to one week.  Fees may apply for rush 
processing.

Shipping costs calculated by weight and can be as high as $20 or 
greater for standard shipping.

Orders can take from 7-14 days and express shipping may not be 
available for photo engraved jewelry.

Pendant Features

Our pendants have a beautiful elongated bail that allows for 
smooth gliding on the chain.

Our pendants include a 20” matching high quality snake chain.  
The chain is gold or silver rhodium plated to add luster and 
durability. 18”, 22”, 24” and 30” chains are also available.

Pendant Features

The pendant includes a round jump ring.

Chain costs extra and/or included chain is a link or ball chain.

Packaging

Each photo engraved keepsake is delivered in a beautiful black 
velvet gift box and then placed in a presentation box.  We also 
o�er complimentary gift wrapping free of charge should our 
customers request it.

Packaging

A gift presentation box is not included.

Jewelry Keepsakes

A+ rating from BBB

Your memories are priceless and because of that, we’ve made 
our prices a�ordable.  Also, we o�er a variety of discounts for 
those ordering multiple items.

All of our photo engraved pendants ship from the USA, and are 
engraved by USA engravers.

Competitor

No rating from BBB

May charge up to two times as much for like pendant

Pendants ship from overseas or internationally

Competitorjewelrykeepsakes


